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CRiQTM Scoring Engine
The smart way for early stage ventures to prospect investors
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CRiQTM Scoring Engine: FAQs

• What does CRiQTM stand for and what do the scores measure? CRiQTM stands for Capital-Raising iQ

and the scores measure the relative matching suitability between investors and early stage ventures.

The CRiQTM scoring engine will calculate a score for each individual investor. The higher the score, the

more likely an investor will be interested in your venture. CRiQTM scores are an efficient and powerful

investor prospecting tool that allows early stage ventures to rank, segment and score investors.

• How can I obtain the CRiQTM scores for my venture and how are they calculated? The process to

determine CRiQTM scores is simple: 1) define the venture’s risk profile (profile questionnaire), 2) match

the risk profile with investor’s portfolio preferences, 3) rank, segment, and score the investors that matter

to your venture. The CRiQTM scoring engine is powered by a proprietary algorithm that calculates the

absolute distance of your venture’s profile from an optimal funding path and overall alignment with

investor’s preferences.

• How do I know if the CRiQTM scores are accurate? All scores are back-tested against each investor’s

portfolio holdings to validate multiple technology-market-application combinations. The CRiQTM engine

algorithm performs significantly better than traditional investor search and filtering tools. The underlying

logic of the CRiQTM methodology is based on behavioral finance principles (i.e., anchoring, clustering,

and familiarity biases) which are very common in venture finance.

• How is CRiQTM different than other tools in the market? Most market solutions are great managing the

workflow process of raising capital while providing powerful investor search, filtering and contact

management tools. CRiQTM scores are the only unbiased quantitative score of engagement suitability,

and therefore likelihood of investment. No other tool in the market provides such insight.

• How can I use CRiQTM and leverage the scores? By using CRiQTM scores you can significantly simplify

the process of qualifying investor leads. Having said that, you will still need to follow the conventional

steps as part of capital raising, including asking for “warm introductions” via your personal network and

“pitching to investors” (sorry!! that’s just the nature of the beast). However, you could leverage CRiQTM

scores to follow leads and “introduce yourself” to investors: “Hi based on quantitative matching and

CRiQTM scores, your firm shows very high suitability with our venture. Could we talk to you or someone in

your team?”. If you do that consistently, you will also improve your venture’s visibility which ultimately

will create healthy competition amongst investors.
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CRiQTM  Venture Profile Questionnaire ~20% Of Total Investors Have CRiQTM scores > 94%

Email Address xxx@gmail.com

What is your full name? John Smith

What is your title / role within the company? Co founder

Are the founders first time entrepreneur? Yes

Have the founders raised capital before? No

What is the company name? (legal entity) CRiQ Scoring

When was the company founded? 31/12/2018

Where is the company located? (city, state, ZIP) Washington DC

What is the Website URL? (type as http://www.NA.com, or if 

N/A)

http://www.criq.c

om

Have you developed an MVP or prototype yet? Yes

Do you have any revenues? No

What is the technology platform? (keywords only, max. 5) AI, analytics, data

What is the industry or market? (keywords only, max. 5)

financial services, 

venture finance, 

analytics, AI

What is the application? (keywords only, max.5)
Matching, 

scoring, ranking

What is the business model? B2B, B2C

What is the competitive advantage? (keywords only, max. 5)

saves time; 

improves 

efficiency

Who are your main competitors or similar companies? (max.5 

players)

AngelList,, FICO 

scores

Is there any registered IP, trademarks, know-how (use Other 

for pending)?
Yes

What is the value statement of your product / service? 

(keywords only, max. 5)

improves 

efficiency

How much capital have you raised so far? (enter full amount, 

as $10,000)

$                                              

50,000 

Who did you raise the capital from?
Family and 

Friends

How much more incremental capital do you need? (next 

round only, enter full amount as $100,000)

$                                             

500,000 

Do you have any capital type preference? Equity

What's the max. % of equity willing to provide? (rounded to 

nearest %)
15

Do you have a preference for investor's location? (city, state, 

country, or region)
US, East coast
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Venture Profile  

Questionnaire!!
For $1M Raise; Target Investors +/- 2σ from CRiQTM =95% 
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44*Standard report includes maximum 50 investor names; specific contact information to be provided only if available

Sourcing of ‘highly curated’ investor list; 

max.= 50 investors, incl. social media contact 

and email*

Top Ranked Investors by CRiQTM Score, Type, And Location
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Top Ranked Investors by CRiQTM Score, Type, And Location

*Lead conversion for Angel / Seed capital rounds can be ~5% at best; by using CRiQ scores entrepreneurs can improve lead conversion by 8x in average

Using CRiQTM scores can improve lead 

conversion* and overall efficiency of your 

capital raising efforts


